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The Star Inn
Surrey

Project Reference

:: Installation requirements

Family friendly pub The Star Inn, part of The Barons Pub Company was looking for a durable,

slip resistant flooring system for their busy kitchen as well as their coffee room.

The existing vinyl floor had become worn was in need of renovation. As a result the Group

decided to refurbish the floor to update its stylish, sleek design.

:: Why National Flooring?

Having spoken with The National Flooring Company it was clear to The Barons Pub

Company that they had a vast amount of experience within the hospitality industry and in a

kitchen environment.

With The Star Pub being a busy thriving establishment where every customer matters, there

were time restraints to ensure the pub would not lose any new/existing customers due to the

kitchen being out of action. It was therefore vital that the installation was effectively planned

and managed to ensure the refurbishment did not exceed the planned 2 day closure. The

decision was made to undertake the flooring installation on a Monday and Tuesday the pubs

quieter times and with the Degafloor MMA system curing in only 2 hours the company had

high expectations that the floor would be finished within the shutdown period.

The National Flooring Company undertook all floor preparation including the removal of the

vinyl and latex and installed the Degafloor FB system in Oyster Grey into the kitchen, which

provided the anti-slip finish and the Degafloor QT system which has a similar look but a less

coarse finish as it is hand trowelled in the coffee room.

Clive Price of The Barons Pub Company comments, ““National Flooring delivered an

excellent service from start to finish and absolutely to the timescales we agreed. The

Degafloor product exceeded our expectations in terms of quality and durability. I’ll be very

happy to recommend this contractor to my industry peers”
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